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Abstract

We investigated various stimuli-responsive poly(ferrocenylsilane) (PFS) polymers as model systems for the realization of molecular motors

powered by a redox process. Covalently end-grafted PFS on gold, as well as PFS homopolymers and block copolymers in ultrathin films, were

studied by AFM-based single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS). Surface confined PFS macromolecules were chemically oxidized by addition

of tetracyanoethylene or were completely and reversibly oxidized (and reduced) in situ by applying an electrochemical potential. Chemical

oxidation was successful only for the block copolymers. The entropic elasticity of neutral PFS chains (Kuhn length IKw0.40 nm) was found to be

larger than that of oxidized PFS chains (IKw0.65 nm) in the lower force regime. The elasticities could be reversibly controlled in situ by adjusting

the applied potential in electrochemical SMFS experiments. For a single PFS macromolecule (DPZ80) operating cycle, a work output and an

efficiency of 3.4!10K19 J and w5%, respectively, were estimated based on the single chain experimental data.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In nature a plethora of molecular, including rotary and

flagellar, motors can be found, which perform specific

functions, such as transport of cargo and translocation.

Important examples are, among others, ATP synthase [1–3],

kinesine [4], myosin [5], and flagellar motors [6] in bacteria,

respectively. In general, there are different forms of energy that

can be used to power these motors, such as, e.g. light, redox or

chemical energy.

Inspired by these naturally occurring motors that have been

optimized in the process of evolution a large variety of artificial

or synthetic motors has been designed. These synthetic

molecular motors comprise molecular switches, shuttles,

scissors, rotating modules and muscles [7–13]. Recently,

studies of artificial molecular motors at the single molecule

level have become possible, thus opening a new area for

research aimed at obtaining a fundamental understanding of the

relevant molecular scale processes on the one hand and at
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realizing and exploiting the smallest man-made, artificial

machinery on the other hand.

The most efficient thermal engine with an ideal gas is the

Carnot cycle [14]. The amount of the work (Wout) produced by

the system is equal to the net heat transferred during the

processes. The efficiency of the cycle, h, is defined as the

amount of the work produced by the system divided by

the supplied heat (heat-in). In electrochemistry, isothermal

chemical cycles are known to yield more (electrical) work from

the oxidation of chemicals than the work that is accessible from

thermal cycles (where the same chemicals are burned in order

to create the high temperature reservoir) [15].

A direct coupling between the change of chemical free

energy and the production of mechanical work can be obtained

by employing a macromolecular working substance [16]. This

has been demonstrated for the cyclic operation of a cross-

linked collagen tape between a reservoir of high chemical

potential and one of low chemical potential [17]. This

isothermal, chemical cycle of collagen derives its power

from the isothermal transport of salt and water from high to low

chemical potential, just as the thermal cycle derives its power

from the transport of entropy from high to low temperature.

To provide direct coupling between changes in chemical

free energy and the production of mechanical work (see above)
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and to afford sufficiently large responses to external stimu-

lation, stimuli-responsive polymers have attracted growing

attention. As proposed more than a decade ago [18] and also

demonstrated for macroscopic model actuators [19–21],

electric fields (surface charges), pH changes, temperature

changes, or changes of the redox state, among other stimuli,

have been used for excitation.

These concepts have only been recently successfully

extended to the single molecule scale in the attempt to mimic

the naturally occurring molecular motors. The group of Gaub

reported on a polymer comprising azobenzene units along the

main chain, which was stretched and contracted by an

externally applied stimulus, i.e. light [22]. Switching between

the trans- and cis-azobenzene isomers could selectively change

the contour length of the polymer chain, as detected by atomic

force microscopy (AFM)-based approaches on individual

molecules. In principle this chain could perform work and

may also serve as a model for a single macromolecule-based

motor. The corresponding AFM measurements, also called

single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS), are based on the

measurement of mechanical forces on the single molecule

level. As has been reviewed recently [23–25], mechanical

experiments with single macromolecules have been carried out

by AFM to directly probe subtle differences in polymer chain

conformational changes. Conformational transitions, such as

for instance force-induced chair-to-boat transitions in poly-

saccharides, have been widely investigated, and the mechan-

ical manipulation of single pyranose rings has been achieved

[26–29]. SMFS and related very sensitive force measurements,

including force clamp techniques (see, e.g. Ref. [30]), have

proven to be a successful strategy to address and probe single

functional molecules and thus nanometer-sized devices with

macroscopic instrumentation [31,32]. For this interfacing with

the macroscopic world also appropriate immobilization

schemes and surface modification procedures are essential.

In view of future applications and utilization of single

molecule motors, high density arrays, in which these motors

can be addressed individually, appear to be necessary. The

concomitant intermolecular distances would likely also be on

molecular length scales. Thus, optical means would be limited

to near-field optical approaches, while many other stimuli

mentioned, such as pH or temperature changes in solution,

appear unfeasible given typical diffusion lengths of the active

species and temperature diffusion, respectively. However,

redox-driven processes, as also known from a multitude of

biologically highly relevant processes, seem to be advan-

tageous in combination with, for instance, advanced nanoelec-

trode fabrication [33].

In the context of single macromolecular motors, redox

chemistry induced elasticity changes in organometallic

polymers [34–36], as well as pH sensitive macromolecules,

were investigated more recently [37]. In both approaches the

essential component of designing a molecular motor has been

implemented, i.e. the systems allow for a change of the

conformational or chemical state of the macromolecule

resulting in the reversible control of the elasticity of the

polymer chain (before and after stimulation).
The mentioned redox chemistry-based stimuli-responsive

system is based on polyferrocenylsilane (PFS) macromol-

ecules. These polymers, which are composed of alternating

ferrocene and alkylsilane units in the main chain [38–41], are

interesting in the very context of molecular motors owing to the

possibility of reversible oxidation and reduction of ferrocenyl

groups along a given polymer chain (Scheme 1) [42–44].

In this paper, we report on the systematic investigation of a

redox chemistry-based stimulus for tuning the elasticity of

individual stimuli-responsive PFS polymer chains in an

attempt to realize a single (macro)molecular motor. In addition

to the demonstration of the feasibility of a motor consisting of

one single PFS macromolecule, we compare electrochemically

and chemically triggered single molecule responses.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Ethylene sulfide end-capped poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane)

(PFS)100, PFS homopolymer (PFShomo), and poly(styrene-

block-ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PS-b-PFS) (all synthesized

by anionic polymerization) were available from other studies

[44–46]. The following molar mass data were determined by

GPC in THF, relative to polystyrene standards: PFS100 (MnZ
22,600 g/mol, DPnZ92, Mw/MnZ1.13), PFShomo (MnZ
71,670 g/mol, MwZ75,420 g/mol, Mw/MnZ1.05), PS-b-PFS

(MnZ77,680 g/mol, MwZ78,440 g/mol, Mw/MnZ1.01, 22.8%

(by mass), 19.8% (by volume) ferrocenyl groups). Polystyrene

standards (MwZ20,650 g/mol, Mw/MnZ1.03; MwZ79,000,

Mw/MnZ1.16) were used for the SMFS blank experiments.

The PFS polymers were chemically oxidized using

tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) in CH2Cl2 at RT with equal mole

fraction to ferrocenyl groups until the color of the solution

became dark green.

2.2. Substrates and samples

(a) Gold substrates (11!11 mm2, 250 nm Au on 2 nm Cr on

borosilicate glass) for electrochemical SMFS measure-

ments were purchased from Metallhandel Schröer GmbH

(Lienen, Germany). Au(111) samples were obtained by

annealing these substrates in a high purity H2 flame for

5 min [47]. PFS100 layers were prepared by self-assembly

from dilute toluene solutions (conc.w0.005 mg/L)

following the standard procedures discussed in Refs.

[44,45]. PFShomo thin layers were prepared by spin-

coating a dilute toluene solution (w0.005 mg/L) on

Au(111) substrates.

(b) PFS films were also spin-coated from toluene solution

(w0.005 mg/mL) onto silicon wafers; film thicknesses

(!10 nm) were determined with a Plasmos SD 2002

ellipsometer using a wavelength of 632.8 nm (refractive

indexZ1.687) [45]. Prior to use, all these substrates were

cleaned in piranha solution (7:3 H2SO4:H2O2 (30%) by

volume), then rinsed with Milli-Q water and ethanol and

dried in a nitrogen stream. Caution: piranha solution



Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of stretching stimuli-responsive single PFS100 polymer chains using electrochemical AFM-based SMFS. Similarly, the oxidation

and reduction could be induced chemically by adding oxidants and reducing agents, respectively.
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should be handled with extreme caution: it has been

reported to detonate unexpectedly.
2.3. Force measurements

Force spectroscopy experiments were performed by in situ

AFM in liquid environment with a NanoScope IIIa multimode

AFM (Veeco/Digital Instruments (DI), Santa Barbara, CA)

fitted with either a normal DI liquid cell or DI electrochemical

liquid cell (volume in each case w50 mL). Commercially

available V-shaped Si3N4 cantilevers (model NP, Veeco/DI)

were used. Each cantilever was calibrated after a given

experiment according to the equipartition method, by

measuring the thermal excitation of the tip to compute its

spring constant [48,49]. The measured spring constants of the

cantilevers varied between 0.075 and 0.105(G0.017) N/m.

For electrochemical SMFS experiments, a DI electroche-

mical liquid cell equipped with an external Autolab

PGSTAT10 potentiostat (ECOCHEMIE, Utrecht, The Nether-

lands) was used. The polymer covered gold substrate served as

the working electrode; Pt wires were used as reference and

counter electrodes. The electrolyte used was 0.1 M NaClO4 in

water. Prior to the experiments, the electrolyte was deaerated

by passing nitrogen through the solution for 5 min. Cyclic

voltammograms were recorded between K0.1 and C0.5 VPt at

a scan rate of 50 mV/s. An external potential of C0.5 V was
maintained during the force measurements to ensure the

complete oxidation of PFS molecules.
3. Results and discussion

For the realization of molecular motors powered by a redox

process various stimuli-responsive poly(ferrocenylsilane)

polymers were investigated as model systems. The electro-

chemical oxidation and reduction of PFS has been studied

before in the bulk [39,40,42,50] and in end-grafted PFS

macromolecules on gold electrodes [45,46]. Evidence for

reversible oxidation and reduction was obtained in cyclic

voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry

measurements [44,45]. Chemical oxidation of PFS homo-

polymers, e.g. by using TNCE as oxidant, led presumably to

only incomplete oxidation. PFS containing copolymers,

for instance poly(styrene-block-ferrocenyldimethylsilanes),

showed an increased solubility after chemical oxidation

compared to the PFS homopolymer in organic solvents, such

as THF and toluene [51]. This feature could be useful to realize

sufficiently high degrees of chemical oxidation of PFS.

Therefore, the elasticity of neutral, as well as chemically

oxidized, single PS-b-PFS polymer chains was also investi-

gated by AFM-based SMFS in addition to the end-grafted

PFS100 molecules and PFS homopolymer, which both can be

directly electrochemically addressed.
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3.1. Single chain elasticity measurements on neutral

PFS macromolecules

In order to compare differences of elasticity between neutral

and oxidized PFS macromolecules, individual neutral PFS100,

PFShomo and PS-b-PFS chains were probed by single molecule

force spectroscopy. Since the targeted electrochemistry

experiments were carried out in aqueous solutions, the single

chain stretching of neutral PFS was studied also in aqueous

solutions of NaClO4.

Typical force vs. extension curves of neutral PFShomo and

PS-b-PFS chains probed in isopropanol are shown in Fig. 1

(for data of PFS100 stretched in alcohols, see Ref. [44]). The

force–extension curves obtained from these polymers showed

similar characteristics: the force value rises with the extension

of the polymer chain, and drops to zero, when the rupture

point is reached. Until reaching its fully extended configur-

ation, the polymer chain exhibits no measurable confor-

mational transitions, indicating that no detectable thermal

activation barriers are overcome along the trajectory of

mechanical stretching. The observation of different extension

(stretching) lengths is attributed to the fact that the chains

adhere via physisorption to the tip, resulting in varying

position of attachment points along a given chain in different

stretching experiments.

The corresponding force–extension data for neutral PFS100

and PFShomo studied in aqueous media are shown in Fig. 2. The

force–extension curves were fitted to the modified-freely

jointed chain (m-FJC) model [52] (no data shown). The

obtained values of Kuhn lengths IK and segment elasticities

Ksegment are shown in Table 1. The force–extension curves

were also normalized by the extension that correspond to the

same force value (250 pN), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. All sets

of normalized curves superimpose well, which indicates that

single chains have been stretched.
Fig. 1. (a) Force vs. extension traces of individual neutral PFShomo measured in isop

extension traces of individual neutral PS-b-PFS polymer chains stretched in isopro
From the fits of the force–extension curves, one can

conclude that the extended Langevin function describes both

entropic (both low and high force regime) and enthalpic (high

force regime) elasticities of all types of PFS polymer chains

very well. The normalized force profiles [53] of neutral PFS100,

PFShomo, and PS-b-PFS in isopropanol and water, and the

identical segment elasticities and Kuhn lengths for all polymer

chains, respectively, confirm that individual PFS chains were

stretched and the deformation of single chains of a given type

under tension was measured. All PFS homopolymer chains

(PFS100 and PFShomo) possess an identical Kuhn length and

segment elasticity. The parameters determined for PFS100 are,

to within the experimental error, identical to the ones reported

before for measurements in ethanol (IKZ0.33G0.05 nm,

KsegmentZ32G5 nN/nm) [44], as well as to those of PFShomo.

However, the elasticity values of PS-b-PFS (IKZ0.39G
0.05 nm, KsegmentZ23G5 nN/nm) differed clearly.

In order to understand the difference between elasticities

obtained for homo PFS polymer and the block copolymer

chains, single chain stretching experiments were carried out on

polystyrene (PS) homopolymer chains in isopropanol. The

fitted force–extension curves yielded a Kuhn length of 0.40G
0.03, and Ksegment of 18G3 nN/nm. This result indicates that

the lower segment elasticity of PS-b-PFS can be attributed to

the contribution of the elasticity of the PS block.
3.2. Single chain elasticity measurements on oxidized PFS

macromolecules

The ability to reversibly control the elasticity of PFS chains

(neutral and oxidized) by external stimuli may be used to realize a

molecular motor. After the discussion of the elastic properties of

neutral PFS chains, the determination of the elastic properties of

oxidized PFS chains will be treated, starting with chemical

oxidation followed by electrochemical (EC) oxidation.
ropanol, (b) superposition of normalized force curves for PFShomo, (c) force vs.

panol, and (d) superposition of normalized force curves for PS-b-PFS.



Fig. 2. (a) Force–extension curves of individual neutral PFShomo polymer chains measured in 0.1M NaClO4 (the solid lines represent the superimposed m-FJC fits);

(b) superposition of the normalized force curves shown in (a); (c) force–extension curves individual neutral PFS100 chains measured in 0.1 M NaClO4 (the solid lines

represent the superimposed m-FJC fits); (d) superposition of the normalized force curves shown in (c). Panels (c) and (d) reproduced from Ref. [36] with permission

from Wiley–VCH.
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3.3. Chemically oxidized PFS macromolecules

Fig. 3 shows representative force curves obtained in SMFS

experiments on PFS100, PFShomo and PS-b-PFS chains,

respectively, that were subjected to conditions of chemical

oxidation. To compare the force–extension relationship and the

elasticity of different polymer chains with different extension

lengths, the force traces were fitted with the m-FJC model and

normalized by their lengths at the same given force (250 pN).

Force curves of PFShomo with different stretching lengths

superimpose after normalization, as do the normalized force

curves of PS-b-PFS. The superposition of normalized force
Table 1

Single chain elasticities of individual PFS polymer chains probed in different media

the m-FJC model)

Solvent/condition PFS100 PFShomo

IK (nm) Ksegment

(nN/nm)

IK (nm) Ks

(n

Isopropanol/neutral 0.35G0.03 32G3 0.37G0.04

0.1 M NaClO4/neutral 0.38G0.03 30G4 0.39G0.05

Isopropanol/chemically

oxidized

0.36G0.04 34G3 0.41G0.05

0.1 M NaClO4/EC oxidized 0.65G0.05 45G8 0.63G0.04

THF/neutral data Shi et al.a – – 0.41G0.01 5

THF/chemically oxidized

data Shi et al.a
– – 0.46G0.01 11

a Data taken from Ref. [34].
curves, as well as the m-FJC fits, for PFShomo and PS-b-PFS,

respectively, indicate the elongation of individual polymer

chains for both sets of data.

By contrast, the data for PFShomo and PFS100 on one hand, and

the data for PS-b-PFS on the other hand, clearly differ (Fig. 3(b)).

Oxidized PS-b-PFS chains show a lower entropic elasticity

compared to chemically oxidized PFShomo chains, while latter

ones yield identical elasticity parameters compared to the neutral

PFS to within the experimental error. The corresponding Kuhn

lengths and segment elasticities are shown in Table 1.

From the m-FJC fit results, shown in Table 1 for oxidized

PFS with different molar mass and end-functional groups,
in different oxidation states (data calculated from fits of force–extension data to

PS-b-PFS PS

egment

N/nm)

IK (nm) Ksegment

(nN/nm)

IK (nm) Ksegment

(nN/nm)

31G4 0.39G0.05 23G5 0.40G0.03 18G3

35G6 – – – –

35G6 0.63G0.05 27G5 0.40G0.02 19G4

39G6 – – – –

3.0G1.0 – – – –

5.0G1.0 – – – –



Fig. 3. (a) Force–extension curves of individual chemically oxidized PFS100, PFShomo and PS-b-PFS chains stretched in isopropanol with superimposed m-FJC fits

(shown as solid lines). (b) Superposition of normalized force curves for PFShomo (dotted lines) and PS-b-PFS (solid lines). The arrows point at different elasticity

behavior between PFShomo and PS-b-PFS.
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almost identical Kuhn lengths (w0.40 nm) and Ksegment values

(w35 nN/nm) were determined for PFS100 and PFShomo. These

data are also to within the experimental error identical to those

of the neutral PFS. For PS-b-PFS chains, m-FJC fits yielded an

increased Kuhn length of 0.63G0.05 nm and Ksegment values of

27G5 nN/nm, which are clearly different from the PFS

homopolymers.

Theobservationsofunalteredelasticityparameters forPFS100

and PFShomo after the chemical oxidation process can be

explained by the incomplete oxidation of the PFS homopolymer

chains. This may be caused by the unfavorable solubility of the

(partially) oxidized PFS. Following this interpretation, the

obtained elasticities represent the properties of partially oxidized

(very lowdegreeofoxidation) oreven neutral PFS homopolymer

chains. By contrast, in the copolymer case, the ferrocenyl units

along the chains can be oxidized to a much higher extent by the

charge transfer oxidation reagent TCNE due to the better

solubilityoftheblockcopolymerchains thatallowstheformation

of [Fe(C5H5)2]C[TCNE]K [51]. The interpretation would be

consistent with the observation of altered elasticities following

electrochemical oxidation (see below). The elasticity of the PS

block is not altered after the oxidation of PS-b-PFS by TCNE, as

shownbytheKuhnlengthof0.40G0.02 nm,andKsegmentof19G
4 nN/nm for PS homopolymer. These values are to within the

error identical to the data obtained without TCNE treatment

(Table 1).

Shi et al., who used FeCl3 as chemical oxidation agent for

PFS homopolymers and performed the SMFS experiments in

THF [34], reported a substantial increase in the enthalpic

elasticity for PFShomo. The Kuhn length increased by 10%

following oxidation, while the segment elasticity was more

than doubled (Table 1). These data indicate, in agreement with

our data, that the elasticity of individual PFS macromolecules

was changed after oxidation.
Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms of 7G2 nm thick PFShomo layer (thick line) and

PFS100 layer self-assembled from 4G10K7 M toluene solution (thin line) on

gold substrates recorded in the electrochemical SMFS set-up (scan rate vZ
50 mV/s, electrolyte: 0.1 M NaClO4, working electrode: Au substrate;

reference and counter electrode: Pt).
3.4. Electrochemically oxidized PFS macromolecules

A central requirement for a molecular motor is the

possibility to repeatedly/continuously run a cycle in a

reversible manner (or periodically) to produce work. This

requirement is difficult to achieve chemically. Reversible
electrochemical oxidation and reduction are much more

promising, as discussed in Section 1. Therefore, the elasticity

of electrochemically oxidized PFS100 and PFShomo were

studied by SMFS using the AFM set-up equipped with an

external potentiostat.

The electrochemical responses of PFS100 and PFShomo were

determined using CV in the electrochemical SMFS measure-

ment configuration. Fig. 4 shows the CV data recorded in 0.1 M

NaClO4 aqueous solution (in situ in the AFM liquid cell), in

which the reversible redox behavior for the PFS polymers is

clearly recognized. The oxidation and reduction potentials

were obtained using a Pt reference electrode (instead of

Hg/HgSO4 used, e.g. in Ref. [44]); hence the values have

shifted to more positive potentials compared to the CV data

reported before [44–46].

The cyclic voltammograms indicate that PFS homopolymer

chains can be reversibly oxidized and reduced by applying an

external potential. The voltammogram of PFS100 (shown in

Fig. 4, thin line) was recorded on neat PFS100 layers prepared

from toluene solution to increase the electrochemical redox

signal. The surface coverages of different PFS polymer chains
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were estimated according to Ref. [44]. The integrated charge

transfer was w1.8!10K5 C for PFS100, as calculated from the

CV plot. The surface coverage of ferrocenyl sites (GFc) was

determined based on the transferred charge over the electrode

area according to Eq. (1)

GFc Z
QFc

nFA
(1)

where n is the number of electrons involved in the electron

transfer process (nZ1), F is the Faraday constant and A is the

geometric surface area of the electrode (AZ0.35 cm2).

The number of PFS100 chains per unit area (G) was

calculated by dividing GFc to the degree of polymerization

(DP, 92 for PFS100), which yielded a value of GZ3.2!10K2

chains/nm2. Following the same procedure, the integrated

charge transfer for PFShomo was obtained as w4.9!10K5 C.

The calculated surface coverage of PFShomo chains gave the

value of GZ3.0!10K2 chains/nm2.

To estimate the elasticity of completely oxidized PFS

macromolecules, samples with PFS100 and PFShomo chains

were subjected to the SMFS measurements under a constant

external potential of C0.5 V. The force–extension curves of

electrochemically oxidized PFS molecules are presented in

Fig. 5 together with fits to the m-FJC model.

We observed for both systems a significant increase in Kuhn

length compared to the neutral state (Table 1). The trend of the

elasticity parameters upon oxidation is qualitatively similar to

the trend observed for the chemically oxidized block
Fig. 5. (a) Typical force–extension curves of electrochemically oxidized PFShomo su

curves for oxidized PFShomo; (c) force–extension curves of electrochemically oxid

normalized force curves for oxidized PFS100. Panels (c) and (d) reproduced from R
copolymer, i.e. the segment elasticities, and in particular the

Kuhn lengths, increase.

The clearly different elastic properties of oxidized PFS

molecules compared to the neutral PFS homopolymers, as

determined by means of SMFS after electrochemical oxidation,

show that control of the elasticity by changing from oxidized

PFS to neutral PFS reversibly, and thereby a single molecule

motor based on PFS, can in principle be realized.
3.5. Changes of the elasticity of PFS between the neutral

and oxidized states

The observed increased Kuhn length (length from of

w0.40 nm in the neutral state to w0.65 nm in the

oxidized state) of the PFS molecules after oxidation can

be explained by an additional electrostatic contribution.

This contribution originates from the positive charges that

are distributed along the polymer chains. According to the

classical Odijk–Skolnick–Fixman (OSF) theory [54,55], it

is expected that the electrostatic interactions between the

charges along the polymer chain increase the distances

between like-charged segments, i.e. the stretched confor-

mation of the chains is favored. The resulting increase in

Kuhn length corresponds to a lower restoring force or

elasticity of the oxidized PFS.

As pointed out above, the elasticity of PS-b-PFS filaments

may include a contribution from PS blocks (which itself is

identical for the neutral and the oxidized states). This
perimposed with m-FJC fits (solid lines); (b) superposition of normalized force

ized PFS100 superimposed with m-FJC fits (solid lines); (d) superposition of

ef. [36] with permission from Wiley–VCH.
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contribution can be estimated as 27% [56]. The changes of

elasticity induced either by chemical or electrochemical stimuli

offer the possibility for realizing the ultimate target: a simple

mechanical molecular motor based on controlling the

elasticity.
3.6. Chemically and electrochemically induced

mechanical work

As explained in the introduction, the output or the work of a

thermal cycle Wout is the mechanical energy converted from the

transferred heat. For the molecular motor using a single

polymer chain as working substance (Fig. 6(a)), the mechanical

work (output) of the cycle corresponds to the effectively

converted electrochemical potential.

One possible experimental cycle to realize the molecular

motor is shown in Fig. 6, which is defined by keeping the

deflection of the cantilever constant in SMFS measurements,

i.e. constant force, during the transition from the oxidized state

to the neutral state (vice versa) [57]. The two branches are

determined by the elasticities of the polymer, which are well

described by the m-FJC model in the low force range.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), starting from a force of 20 pN (point

1) under an applied constant external potential of C0.5 V, an

individual, oxidized PFS polymer chain of 50 nm contour

length is pulled to a force of 140 pN (point 2). At a constant

force of 140 pN, the PFS chain is reduced to its neutral state by

controlling the external potential back to 0 V (point 3),

resulting in a change of the elasticity of the polymer chain.

Then the force on the polymer is reduced back to 20 pN (point

4). Finally, the cycle is completed by applying the external

potential of C0.5 V in order to completely oxidize the whole

PFS chain. By periodically controlling the external potential,

the corresponding oxidized and/or neutral PFS chains can be

created to realize the operating cycle. The mechanical work

performed by the PFS polymer chain of 3.4!10K19 J can be

calculated as the integrated area of the cycle shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. (a) Schematic illustration of a single molecule operating cycle with r

macromolecules (DPZ80) powered by an electrochemical potential calculated based

were plotted based on the m-FJC function with Kuhn lengths of 0.40 nm (neutral P

PFS), and 45 nN/nm (oxidized PFS).
3.7. Efficiency of converting electrochemical energy to

mechanical work

The efficiency of the cycle shown in Fig. 6 can be estimated

according to Eq. (2) based on the assumption that all electrons

(80 electrons pet chain in Fig. 6) [58] reach the PFS chain

hZ
Wout

DmDN
(2)

where, Wout is the mechanical work, Dm is the change of the

electrochemical potential and DN is the number of transferred

charges during the oxidation/reduction processes.

Assuming that each ferrocenyl group has been oxidized to

ferrocenium and each unit bears one charge, the change of

electrochemical potential is estimated as

DmZ �miKmi Z ziFDf (3)

here �mi represents the chemical potential of the electrochemi-

cally oxidized PFS chain (also called electrochemical

potential), mi is the chemical potential of the neutral PFS

chain, zi is number of charges per redox center (ziZ1), F is the

Faraday constant (96,486 C/mol) and Df is the electric

potential to complete the oxidation of the entire PFS chain.

Consequently, an energy of w6.4!10K18 J is needed under

the externally applied potential (0.5 V) to complete one cycle.

With the total mechanical work of 3.4!10K19 J (estimated

from the area of the cycle), an efficiency of w5% is obtained

for this simple electrochemical mechanical motor.

For their optomechanical single molecule cycle Hugel et al.

reported a maximum efficiency h of w10% [22]. For PFS, a

potential difference of 0.5 V was used to ensure the complete

oxidation of the entire polymer chain on the Au electrodes.

However, if an individual polymer chain close to the electrode

surface can be addressed, the external potential difference

could be reduced to 0.25 V, which obviously would increase

the efficiency to w10% (approaching the same value reported

by Hugel et al.) [22].
edox-active macromolecules. (b) Single molecule operating cycle of PFS

on the SMFS experimental data. Force curves (force vs. normalized extension)

FS) and 0.65 nm (oxidized PFS), and segment elasticities of 30 nN/nm (neutral
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The analysis of the dependence of Wout on chain length

showed in a first approximation a direct proportionality. As the

electrochemical energy for oxidation and reduction is also

proportional to the number of charges passed to/from the

polymer chain (compare Eq. (2)), the overall efficiency remains

virtually unchanged.

The simplified estimate of the efficiency shown above does

not explicitly take the contribution of the counter ions, nor

possible energy dissipation into account. Since the efficiency

(for one molecule with a constant number of redox active

centers) is directly related to the work (Wout), which in turn is

related to the elasticity difference between the two states, the

efficiency can potentially be increased by enhancing the

relative change of elasticity upon oxidation/reduction.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that external chemical or electrochemical

stimuli can be used to induce reversible elasticity changes of

individual PFS chains on surfaces by changing the redox state

between neutral and oxidized. The changes were assessed at

the single molecule level by SMFS. PFS homopolymers were

found to be at most only partially oxidized by TCNE as

chemical oxidant, while block copolymers could be oxidized

successfully. Using the m-FJC model to fit the force–extension

data measured on single PFS chains, an increased Kuhn length

of w0.65 nm and a segment elasticity of w45 nN/nm were

obtained for oxidized PFS compared to a Kuhn length of

w0.40 nm and a segment elasticity of w30 nN/nm for neutral

PFS. The detected changes of the elasticity of individual

chemical/electrochemical-stimuli-responsive PFS chains are

the basis for the demonstration of the principle of a single

(macro)molecular motor. For PFS homopolymers with DPw80

a work of w3.4!10K19 J and an efficiency of 5% were

estimated based on the experimental data.
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